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Reflections on Silent Way 
from a presentation by Hugh Birdsall 

What was your experience as a learner of Silent Way?

I was enthralled. I kept thinking of Vygotsky and his initial step in the learning process where the 

teacher and student are so entwined. It seems parallel to Silent Way in state, if not in 

positioning. I.e, that Vygotsky’s teacher/learner were on different planes. Silent Way positioning 

is a “seesaw” with both T and L in balance.

What reactions did you have throughout the day?

Throughout, I found myself in a continuous thought stream of potential applications of this 

method. As I mentioned in class, I could see it applied to one’s life as a whole, as well as to 

teaching. Think how enormous the personal growth in each of us if we were to incorporate 

Silent Way into everything we did!

When were you engaged? 

From the first, I had great fun with the exercise of phrase deciphering. At first, Ellie, Yoshimi, and 

I thought it was a cypher. As soon as we realized (with a quick hint from Hugh) the words were 

simply spelled backward, we began to dig into how to articulate what the phrases meant in their 

full depth of meaning and reference to SLA.
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Hugh’s demonstration of using the method with advanced students was fully engaging. At first I 

thought his presentation simplistic. Then, as i watched my classmates’ understandings unfold, I 

was captivated by the subtlety and sensitivity of Hugh’s application of method.

Hugh’s powerful and insightful ability to pierce the intelligence and potential growth of a student 

is something to strive to emulate. I was taken with his gentle and minute adjustments in the 

teaching process, as he observed the need of each student.

The color charts struck a parallel to music with me, as it did with Tiaré. I see the color bits as 

relational to sound as I see the notes and staff of musical notation. The potential to use these 

bits with students who are non-literate in their L1 would open possibilities for many people who 

have been disempowered by their lack of education.

Why do you think you were engaged?

Aside from its huge impact on the growth of teaching outcomes, I was struck by the creativity of 

Silent Way. It is dance-like. It reminds me of that sweet spot I am in when the making of art is 

just right, when the movement in athletics is at its best. It is when I am unconscious of the 

method because I’m doing it so well that I only feel of the act of doing. I’m not conscious of the 

act itself, but only of being in the act: in the midst of a painting that is going where I want it to go; 

moving over rock with the pleasure of movement and not the consciousness of every 

placement; dancing as one with the music. Relationally, to the act of teaching, as with any 

endeavor I have mentioned, Silent Way, done by Hugh, is a dance performed by the student-

teacher interaction.
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When did you shut down? 

I was not able to enjoy the color exercise as much as I would have liked. I am excited by its 

potential, but I could not see the colors well nor the pointer in particular. It was thin and gray and 

the light often bounced off it making the location of the tip difficult to see. I suggest the 

background of the chart be an 18% gray, with colors that are too close in value to be clearly 

discerned having a thin black ruie around them. That would mitigate the visual disturbance of 

the high contrast with so much black. (18% gray is optically about as neutral as possible: re 

photography color value testing)

Why do you think that happened? see above

What words or phrases that Hugh said do you find yourself thinking about? 

His reference to the subordination of teaching to learning, and the correlation between 

the two (re my own seesaw image).

That SW has become the lens through which he views life.

That mistakes are on the same plane as successes.

Don’t be in a hurry to succeed. Let the questions stay with you.

This might be my favorite: Find the edge of learning for each student and keep them 

there continually for maximum learning.

The mobilization of elements to maximize learning: energy, awareness, collaboration, 

somatic functioning, etc.

If a student is overwhelmed, sort it out the following meeting. Keep that environment

safe and non-threatening.

That functional language taught first gives quicker communication 

competency.
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Respect the language knowledge students bring from having learned their L1.

Never recognize mistakes as more or less than their existence. Think of them as just not what 

you are looking for at the moment. Give the student power by encouraging equivalencies of 

expression. Accept what the student does and incorporate it. Take responsibility for what you do 

as a T. Always go with the learning that’s happening in front of you. You and the student are 

both learners.

Why are you thinking about them? see below.

What do these words or phrases mean to you and what questions

do you have? 

These phrases - and others - make this method of teaching palpable. Figuratively, I can grasp 

them in my hands and share them openly with my learners. I think of SW as a paean to the 

acquisition of experiential knowledge. 

I would like to know how far one might take SW in language teaching, per se. That is probably 

unknowable!
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